
 

 
AWIPS Corrected Tickets for Delivery 4-5 
 

Ticket  Summary  
#726 Plotting Synoptic Data Does Not Display Clouds  

#740 The product IDs in the product legend do not include the model displayed  

#829 Paint method error occurs with 4-panel Satellite product  

#830 
4-panel Satellite product fails to maintain its 4 panel display when 
swapped into and from the small pane  

#931 Decoder for Radar (VWP) text product (D2191)  

#944 Create Temporal Editor Statistics Dialog  

#955 The Radar menu is missing a few items; implemented functionality (D954)  

#1242 CAVE GFE should start with projection information in serverConfig.py  

#1260 Locked grids are not visible on other workstations  

#1290 Define by lat/lon issues  

#1302 
Only 'NoWx' or the type of weather should display in the SE when sample 
points are displayed  

#1306 The grid blocks are not labeled or are labeled incorrectly  

#1318 
The PickUp Value dialog should change based on the weather element 
selected  

#1345 Issue expanding time scale for grids populated at the end of the time scale  

#1352 
Select All Weather Elements fails to select all times and all weather 
elements  

#1365 
The Display Mode fails to change the color-coding of the grid blocks in the 
Grid Manager  

#1371 
The 'Wx/Discrete:Combine' option, when turned on, fails to combine 
weather and hazard values (D2612)  

#1372 
When the Legend is set to 'Show All Active Weather Elements', the option 
remains in the right click menu  

#1375 GHG Monitor: Setting alert times has no effect on associated warnings  

#1378 GHG Monitor: Modifications to a saved filter automatically save  

#1382 
GHG Monitor: Map loading has not been implemented (only Public is 
available)  

#1387 
The Edit Area Mode (|/&/-) has no effect with drawn edit areas when using 
the Edit Area and Query dialog; Select Homogeneous Area  

#1395 
When reverting the forecast for model data, not all grids are returned to 
the Grid Manager  

#1409 Show Warnings menu item remains selected after selecting to not see the 



Ticket  Summary  
warning in the warning popup window  

#1413 
The Stop, Skip, and Create options fail to work correctly when 
interpolating grids  

#1423 
Splitting QPF grids, then requesting to display them returns a Paint Method 
error  

#1435 
Model weather elements display in edit mode even though edits cannot be 
made; no status message  

#1436 
Unloading a weather element from the Spatial Editor legend doesn't 
remove the Grid Manager grids  

#1437 
Unloading a modified weather element should pop up a dialog with Save 
First, Discard Edits, or Cancel options  

#1438 
When Legends are selected to be hidden, the Spatial Editor time should 
remain displayed  

#1440 
MB3 popup menu on the Spatial Editor legend (contour and map products) 
is missing options  

#1441 Weather Edit Mode and Discrete Edit Mode states are not consistent  

#1455 DT: The lat/lon values should not display on the sample points by default  

#1457 
DT: VTEC formatting dropdown menu should not be available in 
Operational or Test mode  

#1460 DT: Better performance is required for saving grids in GFE  

#1491 DT: The Python Editor does not have line/column labels or box  

#1665 CAVE infinite loops after unloading resource  

#1703 DT - GHG Monitor Issues (D2266)  

#1741 Loading gridded data into the Grid Manager (Copy All Grids From...) fails  

#1816 Testing 30-hour TAF functionality  

#1868 River Monitor displays errors  

#1876 When Publishing to Official, the user must reload the Weather Elements  

#1935 TTR 435: GFE legends should be inactive during tool use.  

#1937 Implement Radar Products  

#1947 Saving grids fails when CAVE is closed  

#1953 The user cannot assign 'NoWx' from the Pickup Value dialog  

#1988 TO10 DT: Smart Tools  

#2001 TO10 DT: Baseline VB does not Display Certain Parameters (D2161)  

#2055 Formatter Launcher text products should use official database  

#2056 SPC watch arrival notice is not clearly shown  

#2087 PrecipUtil Library Validation Needed  

#2138 Z/SRM and 4-bit Four Panel products fail to display (error results) (D954)  

#2171 GFE communication issue  

#2172 Contour Tool does not contour the image; not labeled  

#2178 GHG Monitor : Sorting on date columns gives unexpected results  

#2185 TO8 TTR CAVE Clean-up  

#2191 TextDB Issues  

#2193 TTR DR. Text Workstation scroll bar for WarnGen messages inadequate  



Ticket  Summary  
#2202 TO8 TTR: No predefined color selections with third button Change Color  

#2204 Default map should display with a new Map Editor.  

#2206 Add scripting to the TextWS  

#2225 TO8: TTR Clean-up/Complete Metar capability  

#2269 TO9 TTR: Multiple caveData directories created  

#2285 Create a tool for adding Drainage Basins and other custom Geometries  

#2300 PIREPs are being located at the wrong latitude/longitude.  

#2304 TO11: TTR Missing Smart Tool Methods  

#2319 GHG Monitor: Color selections not fully implemented  

#2326 Displaying separated hazards causes errors  

#2338 D2D - Implement Obs menu plot functionality  

#2343 Remove all use of ZoneFileResource  

#2350 GFE Break Locks dialog has issues  

#2355 Maritime Plots missing parameters  

#2364 Maritime Synoptic winds are incorrect.  

#2380 The Labels are removed from the Grid Manager  

#2385 WarnGen Template Issues and Customization (D2718)  

#2386 WarnGen template Refactor (D2718)  

#2393 
Malformed XML statement in hydro config file caused template error in 
WarnGen  

#2396 WarnGen Dialog/Interface changes  

#2403 In Hydro - No Way To Turn Off Areal Zoom  

#2409 All available satellite data is not getting displayed.  

#2410 SHEF plugin fails to store unknown station records.  
#2411 GFE SmartScript decodeEditArea method fails.  

#2423 
Time Seris GUI not getting all required data from the PointData Tabular 
Display  

#2426 Create a self contained climate distribution  

#2431 
Warngen: Wrong AWIPS WMO Header generated for Extreme Wind 
Warning  

#2432 Shef decoder writing gage data to hourly tables with wrong values  

#2437 Cave Workstation Issues  

#2438 
Workstation Localization: Site, Site Full Name, and Site Type not as 
specified  

#2439 Color map not applied to all images of a loop  

#2443 Save As.. on color editor does not work  

#2444 
GFE: DT59- Spatial Editor Legends- Contour lines are white by default and 
the color can't be changed.  

#2445 CAVE Hangs with loop of NAM12 data  

#2447 WarnGen warning template formats lat...lon line improperly  

#2448 WarnGen GUI Failed to Appear  

#2450 METAR sampling misses some stations  



Ticket  Summary  
#2451 WarnGen - drainage basins not implemented  

#2453 CLI Issues  

#2454 GFE: user-created utilities can't be imported  

#2455 Terracotta script startup and user  

#2456 SmartScript Issues  

#2458 "/etc/init.d/edex_camel status" will not correctly report EDEX status  

#2460 D2D: Increasing Density of plots on map is affecting Isopleths  

#2463 GFE: smartscript.dayTime() failed.  

#2465 WarnGen bullets are not selected by default.  

#2467 WarnGen polygon vertices can not be moved.  

#2470 ADE document shows cave/configuration file, but the file is missing.  

#2473 Skew-T Selection Not Yet Implemented  

#2478 Break Locks dialog should have toggle selection functionality implemented  

#2479 Hazards are not displaying their assigned color  

#2485 Legend for 925mb Plot Displays as 95mb Profiler  

#2491 
Contours are hidden by the image in the Spatial Editor when MB2 clicked 
in the Grid Manager  

#2493 Satellite time in the product legend doesn't seem to update at times  

#2509 Blank/empty grids display data  

#2510 The Undo button fails to restore grids after they were deleted  

#2526 Profiler wind barbs are cut off (D2530)  

#2532 The Make Hazard dialog fails to open when requested  

#2533 
An error occurs when the Temporal Editor image bar extends above the 
upper limit (e.g., 120 degrees)  

#2545 
When creating a new Smart Tool the displayed list of Weather Elements is 
incomplete  

#2551 ADE installer too large for 32bit java?  

#2631 Incomplete specification of metadata for radar  

#2694 Page Up/Dwn keys need to activate D2D looping.  

#2696 Zoom off center, needs to zoom a cursor location.  

#2705 Most synoptic stations mis-located.  

#2708 METAR plot problems.  

#2716 WarnGen test format flag missing in practice mode followup list  

#2739 Subscription (ScriptRunner) incurs substantial load on ingest  

#2740 Composite Product Generator incurs substantial load on ingest  

#2762 First/Last Frame Dwell from loop properties menu fail  
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